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THE PROCESS of surgical modification of a link is studied in [l, 3, 4, 8-lo]-in particular, the 
effect of such a modification on the Alexander module A of the link. Answers are given, in 
terms of the change in the presentation matrix of A, in the case of two components [l, S] for 
the trivial link of any multiplicity [9], and for the general case-but only after A is localized 
[4]. Thus the problem of determining which modules, in these situations, can be realized as 
Alexander modules is reduced, in theory, to listing those ofa representative from each surgery 
equivalence class (the equivalence relation generated by surgical modification). In the case of 
two components, this is done in [l] and [S]. 
The present paper will show that two links are surgically equivalent if and only ifa certain 
simple collection of numerical invariants coincide. Up to certain relations among these 
invariants, we will see they are all realizable, and this realization can be carried out very 
explicitly. As a consequence, theoretically, the categorization of Alexander modules is 
accomplished. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to state this categorization in an effective, 
useful manner. 
The invariants which are used to classify surgical equivalence are essentially the first few i- 
invariants of IMilnor [6,7]: /iii, /iijk, except we will reduce the indeterminancy in fiijk by 
demanding more delicate symmetry conditions than those obtained in [7]. This reduction in 
indeterminacy will result in the construction of some new invariants of link homotopy (and 
even of surgery equivalence), which exist even when the original @invariants are completely 
indeterminate. The extent to which indeterminancy can be reduced for the higher-order i- 
invariants, by such an approach, seems an interesting question. 
The proof that these invariants determine surgical equivalence will be in the spirit of 
Milnor’s proof [6] that a link K is null-homotopic ifand only if the group g(K), defined in [6], 
is trivial. 
We recall the fi-invariants, as defined in [7]. Let K be a link (smooth imbedding of 
ordered, oriented, disjoint circles in the 3-sphere) of n components: K,, . . . K,, the (oriented) 
components of K. Let Ni be a tubular neighbourhood of Ki, with Ni n Nj = 0 if i #j. 
Choose a base point xi~ZNi, and meridian and longitude circles mi, li on SN, intersecting 
at xi, with orientations determined by those of K and S’, so that the linking number of Ki 
and li is zero. Also choose a base point x,, E int X, where X = S3 - u Ni. If we choose arcs 
Ui in X from x,, to xi, then the closed curves ai. mi. ai-‘, ai. Ii. ai-’ determine elements 
pi> j.iEX = x1(X, x,-,) = nt(S3 - K, x,). It is a theorem of Chen that the lower central 
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series quotient n/x, is generated by pi, . , ,u~ (see [7]) for q > 1 (rr4 is defined by 
Xl = rr, I[~+ 1 = [x, TT,]). Thus we may write 
isi = W&(pr, . . . , pn) mod 7cq (1) 
for some word Wi, E.F, where F is the free group on n letters. We may, in fact, choose Wi, to 
satisfy the condition (see [7]): 
wi,+i E Wi, mod F,. (2) 
Finally, a presentation of n/n,, is given by: 
where C, ranges over all qth order commutators in F. 
Milnor defines numerical invariants pi,, ,i,, for any sequence ii, . . . , ik of integers in 
{I,..., n), from the { W&} as follows. Consider the Magnus expansion: an embedding JZV of 
F into the group of units of the commutative ring P of power series in the non-commuting 
variables ui, . . . , IA,, defined by piwl+Ui, ~;‘Hl-iL(i+n~- . . . . 
Then Pi,. , i, is defined to be the coefficient of nil . . I+_, in the power series ,K ( Wi,q), 
for q %- k. By (2), this will be independent of q. Of course, since { W&j are not uniquely defined, 
neither are {pi,, , it}, but Milnor shows that modulo some function of the preceding 
{pj,, ,j,: r < k} one obtains a well defined invariant /ii,. , i,. 
For example, the {,nijl are well defined and coincide with the linking numbers of the 
components: 
i 
1 (Ki, Kj), for i # j 
Pij = 
0, for i=j 
(3) 
and Fiji is the residue class of Fiji modulo the greatest common divisor of (/Jij, pik, C(jk). 
The ii-invariants satisfy a set of symmetry relations which, for ~ij and c7ijk, are: 
,Uij = pji, for all i, j, 
pijk = Eji’j*k’ for any i, j, k, 
(4) 
where i’,j’, k’ is a permutation of i,j, k and E is the sign of that permutation. 
In [5], [4] the notion of a longitude matrix for a link is introduced. We recall, from [4], 
that a based link consists of a link K, together with a base point x0 E X and a collection of arcs 
{ai}, as described above. Let X be the universal Abelian covering of X and 1, the fibre over x0. 
The basing {Ui} determines specific elements pi, pi in the Alexander module 
A(K) = Hi(x, go), by lifting the curves Uimia; ‘, Uilia;’ to X, starting at a chosen base point 
X0 E io. (We will ambiguously use the notation pi, pi for elements of rc and .4(K).) A(K) is a 
module over A = Z[t,, t; l, . . . , r,, t; ‘1 = Z[H,(X)], where ti is identified with the 
generator of H,(X) defined by mi. The structure of A(K), after localization at the 
multiplicative set S = {f(ti, . . . , t,): j”(1, . . . , 1) = + l} is somewhat simpler. We let A, 
and A(K), = A(K)@, AS denote these localizations. The elements pi, . . . , pn generate A(K), 
and so we can write: 
Ai = i Uij/.lj, i = 1, . . . , n, UijEAs. (5) 
j=l 
The matrix a = (aij) is called a longitude matrix for the (based) link. 
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A presentation for A(K), is given by: 
Pl, . t /in: (ti - 1) i Uij/Aj = (T - 1)/J-i, i = 1, . . . , n , (6) 
j=l 
where q = tyl . . . tfft*, see [5]. We also make the easy observation that a longitude matrix for 
the based sublink L obtained by deleting the kth component of K can be obtained from any 
longitude matrix (aij) for K by setting tl, = 1 and deleting the kth row and column. 
As a simple example consider the three-component link in Fig. 0. A basing is given by 
straight line segments connecting the dots on each component with a base point above the 
plane of the page. Then x, y, z are the corresponding meridians, which also generate the group 
of the link. The longitudes can be seen to be: 
j., = z- ly- l, 2, = x-lp~-~, j., = X-1~. 
By use of the free differential calculus, we see that A(K) is generated by the meridian 
elements X, Y, 2 and the longitudes are: 
I, = _z-‘L’-‘y-z-‘z 
A2 = -x -‘x+x-r_rz+x-‘(1-z)Y 
&=-x -‘x+x-‘Y. 
A longitude matrix is, therefore, given by: 
i 
0 -1 ,-I -it -1 
a= -X-l ,yz, x-ly 
-X-l X-l 0 
We will take the viewpoint that the longitude matrix a is a commutative analogue of the i- 
invariants. Recall from [4] that the permissible changes in a are of the following two types: 
a H a + c(y - Au), (7) 
a t* (ga - yc’) (g - AC’) - ‘, (8) 
where c, c’ are (n x n) matrices over As, A = diag (tr - 1, . . . , t, - l), 7 = diag (rr - 1, . . . , 
Fig. 0. 
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T,- l), g = diag(g,, . . . , gn), {gi} being monomials of A satisfying: 
gi- 1 = ~ CIj(tj- 1). (8a) 
j=l 
The changes (7) result from the relations in the presentation (6)----c an be any matrix over 
As. For a fixed basing of K these are the only permissible changes in a. The changes (8) result 
from a change of basing: the arc ai is altered by an element pi E n, (X, so) which, after lifting to 
n 
a path in X with initial point X0, represents 1 Cij~j E A(K),. The monomials gi represent 
j=l 
the homology class of ai in H, (X) E A. It is not possible to give a completely general precise 
description of which matrices over A, subject o (8a) can be realized as c’. However one can see 
that any matrix over A can be so realized; as a consequence of this, any g can be realized. If 
A(K) is generated by meridians, as in the example above, this describes all permissible c’ but 
otherwise one may be able to realize additional c‘. 
See [4] for more details and also Lemma A below with related discussion. 
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We point out the relation between the p-invariants of Milnor and the entries of a longitude 
matrix a = (Uij). We use the representation: 
llij = z 4j,i ,,..,, i.trl-1)” ... (fn-l)i” (9) 
I,, .&TO 
to define the integers LI~+~,, i_. To obtain (9) we consider ,A: A = Z[t,, t;‘, . . . , t,, 
t;‘] c Z[[Xl, . . . ,x,1] = A where Z[ [xi, . . . , x,]] is the power series ring in the 
(commuting) variables: xi, . . . , x,. J? is defined by ti++xi+lr ti-‘Hl-xi+X~- . . . . 
THEOREM A. Given any q, one can choose a longitude matrix a, so that 
&j i, . . ..i E 13 I C ~j,.....j,.j.imodT~ 
I,, .I, 
where the summation extends over all sequences j,, . . . , j,, which contain exactly il, appearances 
of k, for each k = l,..., n, and r = i ii, < q. The greatest common divisor of the 
k=l 
indeterminacies of all the c terms appearing on the right side of the equation is T. 
Special cases of Theorem A are: 
OijO 0 = Pji 
‘ii,0 ,.... 0,l.O ,... O=fikji mod (pi], pi&, pjk), where 1 follows k - 1 zeros. 
In [ll J, the Fitting invariants of A(K) are related to the fi-invariants by constructing a 
matrix Mq from the ji-invariants and showing that M4 behaves mod14 like a presentation 
matrix for A(K), at least as far as the subdeterminants are concerned. In fact, it follows from 
Theorem A that Mq coincides, mod Zq, with the presentation matrix for A(K), given by (6)and 
Theorem A. 
Proof. We must make use of the transformation: CD: R + A(K) defined by lifting any 
closed curve at x0 to a curve in _? starting at X0. (0 satisfies the formula 
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aw.8) = Q(z) + W’W), 
where h: TI -+ x/n1 = H,(X) c A. 
Let e: A(K) + A be the boundary homomorphism H 1 (2, &) + H, (.f,,), where HO (.fO) is 
identified with A via the identification of %, with HI(X), the group of covering transform- 
ations, defined by choice of the base point X0. The following formula is clear: 
h(u) - 1 = e@(a) for any I E TL. (11) 
Let A,(K) = Kernel e. By (ll), @-‘(A,(K)) = rr2 and, by (lo), @I rr2 is a homomorphism. 
In fact, @ defines an epimorphism of rtt onto A,(K) with kernel [x2, n2]. This is just the 
Hurewicz Theorem, since nz = rri (X, X,,), A,-,(K) = HI (_%) and @lrtz is the Hurewicz 
homomorphism. 
Another useful formula, a consequence of (10) is 
QCx, PI = WW))WP)-- WW).W). (13 
Since eA(K) = I = {f (ti, . . , t,): f (1, 1, . . . , 1) = O), the augmentation ideal, we can 
conclude, from (12) that @(n,) c P-‘A(K). 
We need, for use later on, the stronger fact: 
LEMMA A. 0(x,) = P-‘&(K), for 4 2 2. 
Remarks. (1) A,(K) c IA(K), by (12), since A,(K) = 0(x,). 
(2) As an immediate consequence of this lemma, Q induces an isomorphism of 
nc4/rc4 n [x2, n,] with 14-2A0(K), for q 2 2. 
Proof. This has already been pointed out for 4 = 2. We proceed by induction on q > 2. If 
rE14-2Ao(K), we may write r = f: (ri- l)sci, riEZ 4-3A,(K). By induction ri = I for 
i=l 
some pi E rq_ 1. But now we can calculate, using (12) and (lo), that @([pi, pi] . . [p,, /?,I) 
= $, (ti - l)r, = z. Note that e(pi) = ti- 1, e(ri) = 0, thus 14-Z&(K) c 0 (rrcq). 
To see that O(rr,) c I9-2A0(K), it suffices to check elements of rc4 of the form [Bi, P2], 
where B2~rc4_i. But, by (12), @[/?i,fi2] = e@(/?1).@(/?2) E 1(1q-3Ao(K)) using induction 
and Image e = I. This proves Lemma A. 
We notice that @(pi) = pi and @((;i) = i.i. Let F be the free group on letters tli, . , u, 
and M be the free A-module with basis Xi, . . , X,. Consider the commutative diagram 
FL--n 
where p denotes the homomorphism: Xiwpi and @ the function characterized by the 
properties: &I.+) = Xi and 6 satisfies (lo)-with 6 in place of @ and h(ui) = ti. 6 is just the 
free differential of Fox [Z]. 
Now the equation Li = M.~~(P~, . . , pn) mod nq implies ii = ,&( W,,) mod ZqA. Thus 
c aijXj = 6(bvi,) mod 14M (13) 
determines a longitude matrix a = (aij) mod 14. 
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Now consider the diagram: 
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M-M 
(14) 
where P, .A are defined above, fi is the free K-module with basis Xi, . . . , X,, .,& is the 
additive map defined by the properties 
A? (Xi) = Xi; .& (b . fl) = 2 (b).i? (/?) 
for any b E A, /I E M and A? defined above, and Y is defined to be the additive map satisfying 
Y(1) = 0 and Y(j.x,) = p(f)X,, where p:P -+ A is the obvious ring homomorphism 
xi-xi. 
We show that (14) is a commutative diagram. It is easy to check that, for any k, YJ4 (ulr) 
=i%@(ut)=Xlr and Y.&(~~~~)=Y(l-x~+x~- . ..)=(-1+x.-x:....)X,, while 
k6(U;i)=.M(-t;iXL)= -(l-x,+x,2. . .)X,. Thus an inductive argument will com- 
plete the proof, if we can show that Y.A(w*u~‘) =.&.%(w.u$‘), whenever Y&(w) 
= 2&(w), for \*E F. Now 
Y.4(W~U,) = Y(.d(w)~(l+x,))= Yd4z(w)+Y(.4z(M’)‘x~) 
= YJt(w)+p.A(w)~x, =aqW)+2?h(M+Xk 
=.24qW)+2(h(H’).Xlr) =&aq(W)+h(w).X,) =2&wJk) 
using the equality p& = A? h. This equality follows by checking it on uy, and u; I, since both 
sides are multiplicative homomorphisms. 
Similarly: 
Y&A(M’.U;r)=Y(.A(H’)(l-xXk+Xlf- . . .)) 
= Y./qW)-Y(~(W)X~)+Y(d4t(w)Xf)- . . 
= Y&(w)-p”&(w)x,+p(dd(w)x,)x,- . . . 
= Y..qw)-p4d(w)(l-x,+x;- . . .)X, 
=~~(H’)-~h(W).~(r;l)Xlr 
=2~(W)-da((h(W)t;1)Xlr 
A^ 
=&.D(ww;‘). 
We now apply the commutative diagram (14) to wiq invoking (13) to conclude 
yA (wiq) = Y 1 + 
( 
1 Pi,. i,iXi, . . . Xi, 
I,, , 4 > 
= C Polil i,iXi, . . . xi,_,)xi, 
= f( c Pi, ijixi, . . . xik xj 
j=l i ,,..., i, > 
.,&&((wi,) E 2 C UijXj = i S(Uij)Xj* 
( 1 j j=l 
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Comparing these we have: 
,a (rcij) - c pi, iJixL, .xIk mod f4, 
I,,...,& 
where r^ is the augmentation ideal of A (and .J? (I) c 1): 
I = (j.(.Yi, . ! .x,):f’(O, ,O) = 0). 
Choosing q very large. it is easy to see that (15) implies Theorem A. 
(1% 
§3 
We now examine the invariant jiijlr more closely, using Theorem A. If K is a link of 
multiplicity II, and a = (qj) is any longitude matrix, we write: 
a,, = pij + i aijk(t, - 1) mod I’. 
k=l 
Thus, for each longitude matrix we have a coefficient collection {aijk>. 
DEFINITION p(K) will denote the set of all coefficient collections {aijk). which arise from 
longitude matrices of K, together with {,uij). 
If K is a based link. we denote by u(K) the set of {pij, a,,J derived from any longitude 
matrix using the pi, & associated to the basing. 
We can extract from (7), (8) the precise indeterminacy in j(K) and p(K): 
LEMMA B. If‘ {aijk) are the coefficients collections as above, in a longitude matrix of K, 
then any other collection {aijk) 1s related to { aijk ) by a sequence of changes defined by the 
following two equations: 
(16) 
aijk = aijk + ~ik (b;j - blj) +~ij(bjk - b;,), (17) 
\<jhere (bij), (bIj) are integer matrices. Moreover any (b,,), (bij) will yield an admissible {aijk) by 
(16) or (17). For a given basing of K, only a change given by (16) is allowed. Note that (16) and 
(17) give a more precise form to the indeterminacy of j(K) than Milnor. 
Proof (16) follows immediately from (7), where bij = cij(l, . , 1). One also needs to 
use the congruence: 
Ti - 1 E i pik (tk - 1) mod Z2. 
k=l 
(18) 
Similarly (17) follows from (8), where bij = cjj(l, . . . , 1), using (8a) and (18). That b, b’ can 
be any integer matrices is immediate for 6, since c can be any matrix over As, and follows, for 
b’, from the fact that c’ can be any matrix over A, as long as (8a) is satisfied, for some 
monomials {gi)-. However, we could choose gi = t~:1f~;2 . . t,f;- to give the desired {bijI. 
We next derive certain symmetry properties of ,u(K) and j(K), more delicate than (4). 
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LEMMA C. Any collection (pij, aijk). representing an element of /i(K) satisfies the 
equarion: 
aijk + aikj = ,uij.uik - djkpij. (19) 
Proof. Recall the following property of any longitude matrix (aij): 
T- 1 = i aij(tj- 1); i = 1, . . . , n. (20) 
j= I 
This follows from the relations in (6), by applying the homomorphism e: A(K), + AS (see 
proof of Lemma A) to both sides (see [S]). We consider the coefficient of (tj- l)(t, - 1) of 
each side of (20), in the Taylor expansion about (1, 1, . . . , 1). On the right side we get 
aijk+aikj. To compute the left side, we can, for example, compute the (ordinary) partial 
derivate c?*(T - l)/?tjZt, and evaluate at (1, . . . , 1). This gives the right side of (19). (Ifj = k, 
these values are actually twice the coefficient of (tj- l)*.) 
THEOREM B. If K is Q based link there is a unique (i.e. with respect to changes of type (16)) 
choice of coefficient collection {aijkj representing p(K) which will satisjy (19) and: 
aijk + akji = pijpjk - ‘ikpij- (21) 
Proof. We recall from [7; Lemma 51 that the representatives of the elements ii given by 
(1) can be chosen to satisfy an identity 
ie, (c; ’ u;iwiq ’ t+njiqui) - 1 mod F,, 
where L’~E F, the free group on {tli}. 
We apply 6 (see proof of Theorem A) to (22), using (lo), to 
i$, gi[ (ti - l)&(nTiq) - (q - 1)X,] E 0 mod 
(22) 
obtain the identity: 
14- 1 (23) 
where gi = h(uiW’)ti-’ rid’. Note that h(wiq) E I;: modZq and &(F,) c Iq-‘M (from 12). 
Substituting (13) into (23), we obtain: 
n 
c .[ 
g, (ti-1) i aijXj-(ir;,-l)Xi -OmodZ4-1. 
i=l j=l 1 
We now proceed to take the partial derivative S*/dt,c?t, evaluated at (1, 1, . . . . 1) of the 
coefficient of Xj in this equation. The result, after a lengthy, but straightforward, 
computation is 
where 
(brk - bjk)pjl+ (bk, - bjl)pjk + akjl + Oljk - pjkpjl + 6klpjk = 0, 
b,, = dg,/Zt,(l, . _ , 1). 
(24) 
If we define aijk = aijk + pjk (bki - bji), it is easy to see that (21), with {uijk} in place of {aijk>, 
is equivalent to (24). But, by (16), { ijk a’ j is another admissible representative of p(K). 
We now know that at least one representative {aijk} of i(K) satisfies (21). Suppose we 
subject {aijk> to a change to {aljk) as in (17). An easy computation gives: 
aijk + a;ji = ~ijk + ~kji + pij(blk - b;J + /~jk(b;i - b;,). 
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But then a further change of {aIjl,} of type (16) to {u$) can make u;), + a;;ii = aijt + atji. This 
shows that every basing of K has a representative coefficient collection satisfying (21). 
It remains to show that {uijt} satisfying (21) cannot be altered non-trivially by (16) 
without destroying property (21). To this end, assume {uijl,) satisfies (21) and {uIjr,), is defined 
by (16). An obvious calculation shows: 
Ulj~ + U;ji = Uijk + U,ji + pjk(bij - bir) + ~ij(b,j - b,i). 
Thus we want to show that: 
pjk(bij- bik)+pij(bkj- b,,) = 0 for all i, j, k 
implies pjr(bij-bik) = 0 for all i, j, k. 
First of all, setting i = k in (25) gives: 
pij(bij - bii) = 0 for all i, j. 
(25) 
(26) 
Case 1: pij = 0. By (2.3 we are done, since the second term is zero. 
Case 2: pik = 0. This is the same as Case 1. after interchanging j and k. 
Case 3: pik, /Jij # 0. By (26), bij = bii = bik, and we are done. 
We Will refer to {pij, aijk} satisfying (19) and (21) as symmetric. Notice that it iS only 
necessary to consider pij(i < j) and Uiji (i < j < k), by the symmetry of ~ij and the fact that ( 19) 
and (21) can be used to relate aijk and ai’j’k’, whenever (i’, j’, k’) is a permutation of (i, j, k)--one 
can, in addition, use (19) and (21) to express any ai,k, in which two of the subscripts are equal, 
in terms of {prl}. 
For an unbased link, we have: 
COROLLARY. Any tW0 Symt?IetriC repYeSt?nklhJeS {aijk j, {a:jk> from i(K) are related by a 
transformation of the following type: 
aijk = aijk + bijk + bjki + bkij, (27) 
where bijk = pjk (bij - bik) for some integer matrix (bij). Any (bij) can be realized. 
Referring back to our example of Fig. 0, whose longitude matrix was computed earlier, we 
can record the values: pi2 = - 1, pi3 = - 1, ~23 = 1; a 122 = a123 = U133 = ~211 = a232 
= a311 = 1, a 223 = u231 = a321 = - 1; all other aijk = 0. 
These do not satisfy (21), but a change of type (16) corresponding to the values: 
b,z = b13 = b21 = b23 = b31 = - 1; all other bij = 0 
will change them to: 
0121 = U122 = U123 = 431 = U133 = U211 = U212 = U312 = U311= U313= 1, 
U112 = U113 = ~22~= a231 = ~33~ = - 1; U321 = - 2; all other aijk = 0, 
which do satisfy (21). 
Proof. (27) is obviously a combination of a change of type (16) and (17). In fact, any 
change of type (17) can be followed by a suitable one of type (16) to realize one of type (27). 
Since {afjk} is obviously symmetric, if {aijk} is, the result follows from Theorem B. 
It is interesting to compare the indeterminacy in i(K), in the precise form given by this 
corollary, and the indeterminacy of Milnor’s /iijk : A\ijk = gCd(pij, Fir, /.djk). AS remarked above, 
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i(K) is determined by {pij, Uijk> i < j < k} for a symmetric coefficient collection-we assume 
symmetry for now on. 
In the case of three components, these indeterminacies are the same, since there is only 
~123 to consider, and it is easy to check that the transformation (27) can change uIz3 by any 
multiple of All3 by choosing {bij} correctly. For more than three components, though, the 
indeterminacy of j(K) will, in general, be smaller. 
For example one can check that for any integers 1 I i,j, k, I, I n the quantity 
iS an invariant of p(K), providing that we have the identities: p(ikpjl = /dilpjk = /Jikpu (more 
generally, this will be true modulo N, for any integer N). Note that the elements Ziju, from 
Milnor’s point of view, would have non-trivial indeterminancy unless one of various sets of 
linking numbers were zero. As a special case, for example, suppose a four component link K 
has Pr2 = p(13 = pi4 = 0, jl23 = ,U24 = /134 = 1. Then a1234 = ar23-u124+(1r3.( is an 
invariant of ji(K) while every /iijk is completely indeterminate. By Theorem C, there exists 
links with any prescribed values of uIz3, ~124, and u134. Thus one can create an infinite 
number of links which can be distinguished by a1234, but not by the standard 
P-invariants-see Fig. 1 for an example of two such. 
Another interesting point is that the indeterminacy of each /iijk depends only on the three 
component sublink formed by the i, j and k components, while the indeterminancy of aijk in 
P(K) depends in general on all the components. The links in F’ig. 1, for example, have 
equivalent three component sublinks. On the other hand, it follows from Theorem B and an 
observation in $1 that, for a bused link K, ,u~(K) depends only on its three component based 
sublinks. So, for example, there is no way to base the links of Fig. 1 so that all their based 
sublinks are equivalent. 
84 
We now prove the following realization theorem: 
THEOREM C. Given any collection of integers /I+ij, for 1 5 i < j I n and aijk, for 1 I i < j 
< k S n, there exists an n-component bused link K such that p(K) = {pij, aijk}. 
Fig. 1. 
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Remark. This theorem shows that there are no more relations among the (~ij, aijk} than 
those given by (19) (21). 
Proof: Choose any based link K of n-components with {lij 1 as the linking numbers of its 
components. We show how to change K to a new based link K’, so that if p(K) = {pii, aijk} 
and p(K’) = {~;, aijk}, then FIj = /Aij, for all i, j, airs = agrr + E, for a prescribed 4 < T < S, 
E = f 1, and aijk = aijk for any other i < j < k. Obviously, one can then realize any prescribed 
{aijk} by a sequence of such changes. 
The necessary change is illustrated by Fig. 2, where the copy of the Borromean rings is 
contained in a three ball disjoint from K, and its arcs. Let Y denote the complement of K and 
its arcs and Y’ the complement of K’ and (the same) arcs. It is shown in [4] that 
Hi (y, &), H,(?,‘l,)are the free A-modules generated by the meridians (pi}, {pi} respectively 
and the formulae: 
ii = C aijpj; j.; = C ClIjpJ; i = 1, . . , n 
j=l j=l 
define longitude matrices (aij), (ail) where E.i, A.: are classes in Hi (?, ZO), H1 (y’, 20) defined by 
pushing the ith longitude intoY, Y’. The desired relation between {aijk} and {aijk} will follow 
from the following observation: if K(i) (K’(i)) denotes the based sublink obtained by deleting 
the ith component Ki from K(K), then K(i) is equivalent to K’(i) for i = q, r or s. 
By Theorem B, and a remark at the end of $3, we then conclude that aijk = U:jk unless 
(i, j, k) = (q, r, s), up to reordering. Furthermore, if pi is the class defined by Ki(K;) in 
H,(x, &) (Hi@:, &)), where Yi(Y:) is the complement of K(i) (K’(i)) and its arcs, then 
Tq-ET,=&[(t,-l)r,-(t,-_)a,], 
;r: - rT, = &[ (C, - l)r, - (fs - 1)/3,-J, 
Z; - IS = E[ (fp - l)D1 - (t,- I)&], 
where ai, pi are elements of the appropriate H,(yj, go) represented by some ith meridian. In 
these equations, 8 is identified with Y: using the obvious equivalence between K(i) and K’(i). 
Thus, for example, the equation for & - & shows that U,ij = abij, if neither i nor j equals 
4, r, s, ai, - aqsr = s, a& - aqrs = - E (since a, =ps mod I)-similarly for the other two 
equations. Note that E can be prescribed by choosing orientations in Fig. 2 appropriately. 
We now recall the notion of surgical modification of a (based) link [l, 3,4,8-J. Let K be a 
based link with arcs {pi}. To perform a surgical modification of K we require a collection of 
smoothly imbedded circles {Bi} in S3 satisfying: 
Fig. 2. 
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(i) {Bij are disjoint from each other, {Kil and {ai 
(ii) {gi} is a trivial link in S3: 
(iii) the linking numbers I(Bi, Kj) = 0, for all i, j. 
! 
,’ 
Choose normal framings to each Bi which wind once around (in either direction). Surgery 
on {Bi}, using these framings, changes S3 to another manifold, Z’, diffeomorphic to S3 again 
(by (ii)), and {Kit Ui) define a framed link in X3-this is the surgical modification of K along 
{Bij. 
PROPOSITION A. If K’ is a based link obtained by a surgical modification of K, then 
MK’) - u(K). 
Proof. In [4], a longitude matrix a’ of K’ is exhibited in terms of a longitude matrix a 
of K: 
a’=~-(l+ao)brc-‘b, (28) 
where 0 is a matrix specified in [4], c is a matrix over A which measures linking of ‘IBi,\ and is 
invertible over A, and b = (btj) is the matrix over As defined by: 
Bi represents i btj,uj in A(K). 
i=l 
SinCebij(1, . . . , 1) is clearly the linking number I(Bi, Kj), we have, by (iii), that the entries of b 
all lie in the augmentation ideal I. Therefore, it follows from (28) that a’ z a mod I’. Since the 
components of u(K) are just the constants and coefficients of the first order terms in the 
expansion of {Uij> about (1, . . . , l), the result follows. 
Our main aim is to prove the converse of Proposition A. 
THEOREM D. Let K and K’ be based links of the same multiplicity in S3. Then K’ is 
surgically equivalent to K if and only ij u(K) = u(K’). 
COROLLARY. Two links K,K’ of the same multiplicity in S3 are surgically equivalent if and 
only if ,ti(K) = i(K’). 
By the Corollary to Theorem B, we can choose basings of K and K’ so that u(K) = u(K’). 
The proof ofTheorem D proceeds by induction on the multiplicity n. Let L,L’ be obtained 
from K,K’ by removing the last component. Since, as observed in $1, longitude matrices for 
L,L’ can be obtained by setting t, = 1 and deleting the last row and column of longitude 
matrices of K,K’, we have p(L) = u(L) and so may assume that a surgical modification on L 
will produce L’. This same surgical modification can be done on K if we move K,, a, slightly 
to miss the surgery circles. As a result we may assume that all the components and arcs of K 
coincide with those of K’, except the last ones. 
So we let Kr,. . . , K,_I, a,, . . . ,a,_, denote the common components and arcs of 
L = L’ and K,, a,, Kh, aA the remaining ones. Let 71 = rri (S3 - L, x0), A = A(L) with 
meridian and longitude elements pi, . . . , p._ 1, i.,, . . . , A,_ 1 defined by the basing. Let 
a,a’Erc be the elements defined by K,, a, and KA, aA, respectively. 
Claim. a E a’ mod x3. 
It is clear that a,a’ are the images in 51 of the longitude A,, E G, $, E G’, where G,G’ are the 
groups of K,K’ and G --* TC, G’ -+ x are defined by deletion of the last component of K,K’. Now 
consider 1.“~ A(K), 1.‘. E A(K’) and their images c?,c?‘E A(L). The assumption p(K) = p(K’) 
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implies that j..,& have expressions as linear combinations of the meridians whose coefficients 
coincide mod I’. Therefore, since corresponding meridians of K,K’ have the same image in 
A(L) we have Cr E 3 mod 1’,4(L). 
Consider now the function (0 : rc 4 A(L) used in the proof ofTheorem A. Clearly O(z) = r, 
Q(a’) = 1’. Furthermore, h(i) = h(d), since these are given by the linking numbers of K, and 
K’“, respectively, with the components of L, and p(K) = p(K’) implies they are equal. Using 
(10) and (11) we have O(r-i.r’) = c?‘-ME&. 
By Lemma D to follow, we can conclude that @(a-’ .a’)~ Z&(L) and so, by’ Lemma A, 
that a-l. z’ E 7~~. [x2, z2 J = n3 (note that [x2, rr2] c x4). 
LEMM.~ D. For the Alexander module A(K) of a link, we have A,(K) n Z’A(K) 
= IA,,(K). 
Proof. Since A,(K) c IA(K), as was pointed out in Lemma A, the inclusion IA,(K) 
c A,(K) n Z’A(K) is clear. Suppose C; E A,(K) n I’A(K). It suffices to replace A(K) with 
A(K),, since A,(K)/IA,(K) 2 A,(K),/IA,(K),. Therefore we may write 5 = i Cipi, where 
i=l 
Ci E I’. Since < E A0 (K), 0 = e(t) = i ci(ti - 1). Consequently, it is a well known fact, which 
i=l 
can be proved by an inductive argument that we may write ci = i cij(tj - 1); i = 1, . . . , n, 
j=l 
for some cijE As satisfying cfj = - Cji. But {Ci} c I2 implies {cij} c I. For example, setting all 
t, = 1 except tj gives 
Ci(l, . . . ) 1, fj, 1, . . .)) u Cij(l, . . . , 1, tj, 1, . . . 7 1) (tj- 1). 
If the left side is divisible by (tj- l)‘, then cij(l, . . . , 1) = 0. 
Now we can write 
5 = C Ci/Ai = C Cij(tj- l)Pi = 1 cij[(fj- l)pi- (ti- l)pj], 
I i. j i<j 
which exhibits < E I&(K). 
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To prove Theorem D, we can now assume that Ki = Kf, Ui = ai, for i < n, and, if L is 
the based link defined by {K,, . . . , K,_l, aI, . . . , u,_~}, then the elements a$ of 
IC = n, (S3 - L, x0) defined by a, K,a; ’ and a: KA (a;)- ’ are congruent, modulo 7r3. 
Suppose, in fact, that a = a’. It’s easy to see, by general position, that there exist regular 
homotopies a:, Kk (0 S r I 1) from an, K, to aA, KL such that 
(i) a’, starts at x0 and meets K’, transversely at its end point; 
(ii) there are only a finite number of self-intersections during the regular homotopy which 
are simple double points and occur at interior points of ai and K:. 
Now it is a standard fact that the cross-overs which occur at these double points can be 
effected by surgical modifications [lo]. Thus, by a sequence of surgical modifications and 
ambient isotopies, K’ is moved onto K, and we are done. 
In the general case a’ = a<, where < E n 3. Since IL is generated by meridians, it is easy to see 
that C: is a product of elements of the form [a, [fi, r]], where a, fi, y are each meridians-in this 
context a meridian is any element of the form qrnq- ‘, where m is a small circle linking one of 
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the link components and YJ is any path from x0 to a point of m. By induction, it suffices to 
consider the case 5 = [a, [j?, 711. 
Now the element 5 can be represented by an imbedded circle C, as illustrated in Fig. 3, 
connected to x0 by an arc, where Z, p, 7 are meridians about Ki, Kj, K, respectively. In the 
illustration other parts of K, including K,, (and its arcs) are not shown, but we may assume 
that the three-pronged region R, with dotted outline, containing C, does not intersect any of 
these parts. We will show that a sequence of surgical modifications, using only the boundaries 
of discs inside R, will convert Fig. 3 into a similar picture, except that the crossings along 
Kk are as in Fig. 4. We leave it as an exercise for the reader to see that C will now unknot in 
R’=R-(K,UKjUKi). 
Suppose we construct KY by forming a band sum of K, with C (as in Fig. 3), in the 
complement of L and (essentially) R-this can be done so that Ki, with n,, represents a< = a’. 
If K” = L u Kr, then K’ and K” are surgically equivalent by the special case discussed 
previously. On the other hand, the surgical modifications which unknot C inside R’ show 
that K o is surgically equivalent to K, and the proof of Theorem D is complete. 
It remains to carry out the necessary surgical modifications on C and R obtain Fig. 4. First 
perform an (ambient) isotopy on K, inside R to achieve Fig. 5. We then concentrate on the 
region R” inside the dotted circle-note that R” c R. We perform a sequence of surgical 
modifications using the boundaries of discs in R”, so that the crossing inside R” will be 
changed to those illustrated in Fig. 6. Then, if Kk is pulled back to its original location, it is 
easy to see that the desired change has been effected. 
Our task is then to effect the crossing changes in Fig. 7, where the two horizontal segments 
belong to one component of a link K and the vertical segments to another, and the arrows 
indicate chosen orientations of each of these components. Recall that surgery on K along the 
Y P 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
Fig.6. 
boundary ofa disc D can be described by giving a full twist to the strands of K passing through 
D [4, lo]. The desired changes are then carried out in Fig. 8-the dotted circles at each state 
indicate the surgeries to be performed to reach the next stage. 
This completes the proof of Theorem D. 
-- 
-I I 
t 1 
I I 
Fig. 7. 
Fig. 8. 
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§7 
We point out some implications of Theorem D concerning the relation between 
homotopy and surgery equivalence. 
Recall the concept of link horncrop): from [6]. It is pointed out there that this is the relation 
generated by ambient isotopy and the move which allows one to change over-crossings to 
under-crossings when the two branches of the crossing belong to the same component. Since 
such changes can be accomplished by a surgery [lo], we conclude that homotopy is a stronger 
relation than surgical equivalence. 
It is also pointed out in [6], [7] that the i-invariant pi,, , ik is an invariant of homotopy if 
the subscripts ii, . . . , ik are distinct. More particularly for two component links J12 is a 
complete homotopy invariant, and for three component links ,Ei2, j13, pi3, and Pi13 mod 
(,E12. F13, pi 3) form a complete set of homotopy invariants. Comparing this with Theorem D, 
we conclude that, for two and three component links, homotopy is identical to surgical 
equivalence. This is false for four or more components. For example the link in [6, p. 1901 has 
iii2 n # 0 but is surgically trivial, since all lower order ,Ginvariants are zero. 
Another observation: it almost seems that Theorem D says that two links are surgically 
equivalent if every three component sublink of one is homotopic to the corresponding sublink 
of the other. This would be valid if aijk just depended on the sublink found by the i&k 
components. Although the value of aijk does, the indeterminacy does not, as remarked in $3. 
Thus, the two four component links in Fig. 1, which are distinguished by i(K), but not {jijk) 
are surgically inequivalent, although the corresponding three component sublinks are 
homotopic. 
In some special cases, though, the indeterminacy of aijk will depend only on the ij,k 
sublink. For example: 
COROLLARY. Suppose that two links have identical {pijj which satisfy the condirion: there 
exists m, where 1 I m I n, such that ccij = 0 unless i = m orj = m. Then the links are surgicall) 
equivalent if and only if all their corresponding three component sublinks are homotopic. 
Proof. It suffices to show that {aijk] can be transformed by a transformation of type (27) 
t0 ally other {aijk}, where a;jk E aijk mod (/fij, ~jk, ~ik). If IlOne Of i, j, k equals m, then afjk 
= aijk, and so, by symmetry properties (i9), (21) we need consider only {ai-: ii,j:mj}. 
Therefore we must solve the set of equations: 
Yij = /Jjrn (bij - bi, ) + P im tbjm - bji ) 
for bij, where JJijE (pim, pj,). But we can just set bi, = bj, = 0 and then choose bij, bji 
individually for each equation. 
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